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This presentation will discuss a couple of arguments concerning public policy towards 
the management of tourism driven by natural attractions.  Such attractions are public 
assets, but are priced at zero for private entrepreneurs for whom they are an essential 
input.  The first argument I will address is that this is economically inefficient.  
Second, while price discrimination between domestic and foreign users of natural 
assets is economically desirable, in NZ there are severe restrictions on the uses of any 
prices at all.  Nevertheless, there are certain policy options available, in terms of 
controlling the quality of tourism facilities, which a regulator can use to improve 
national welfare and address the commonly-expressed view that tourist pressure on 
natural resources leads to excessive congestion. 
 
 
Introduction 
In deciding on a topic for today’s talk I looked carefully at the guidelines in the brief 

provided by Treasury, inviting the speaker, “to provide a synoptic view of a theme, 

drawing on their own research and teaching.”  I then chose to ignore them.  While I 

shall mention some research of my own, I thought I would take this opportunity to 

draw the attention of the country’s most important policy-formation institution back 

to an area that, I think, calls increasingly for serious policy reform: the economics of 

tourism.  Actually, there is some decent literature here, most notably a couple of 

papers by Copeland (1991) and by Clarke and Ng (1993) but, interestingly, both are 

around ten years old and I am unaware of any significant contributions since then.    

 

I know it’s dangerous to come to Wellington – or any seat of government – 

with a rationale for taxation but, nevertheless, I’d like to make the case today for 

cranking up taxes on the tourism sector.  Now, I should come clean and say that I am 

                                                 
∗  I am grateful to Paul Hansen for comments on an earlier draft of this paper and to Grant Scobie, 
Veronica Jacobsen and Jenny Whalley for inviting me to give this lecture and for their hospitality while 
I was at the Treasury.  The views expressed herein are, of course, entirely my own.   
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a firm believer that tourism in NZ is excessive, on grounds other than purely 

economic ones.  There is a famous remark attributed to the British mathematician, 

Godfrey Hardy, to the effect that if the Archbishop of Canterbury says he believes in 

God, that’s all in the way of business, but if he says he doesn’t believe then you can 

take it that he means what he says.  In light of this I realise that it might seem that the 

arguments that follow are “all in the way of business” – that they are simply 

intellectual rationalisations for some visceral xenophobic intuition.  I am aware of that 

and there is little I can say in response other than to ask that the arguments are at least 

evaluated on their own merits.   

 

Let me start by first explaining my title, word by word.  I use the word 

“Some” to indicate that my discussion today will be far from exhaustive.  Indeed, I 

wish to make only three points today, two fairly general ones and the other very 

specific.  (In case I run short of time, let me foreshadow those points now.  The 

general points stem from the public ownership of tourist attractions and the fact that, 

in formulating tourism policy, we should be more explicitly aware that the surplus of 

foreign visitors is of interest to us only insofar as we can extract it.  Foreign and 

domestic users of resources should not be equal in the eyes of the policy-maker, on 

economic grounds.  This seems a trivial observation and yet it has a number of 

implications for policy that suggest that, insofar as the aims of regulators can be 

backward-engineered from their regulations, it has not been given much consideration 

to date.  It suggests, in particular, that there is a case for taxation of tourism operations 

and a case for price discrimination across users on the basis of national origin.  The 

third, more specific, point is that even when prices are unavailable as a policy 

instrument, a careful regulator can use quality to control congestion in environmental 

resources.  Indeed, the ‘apartheid’ that we increasingly observe in NZ’s conservation 

estate makes a great deal of economic sense.)   

 

The next word is “Simple” and the only observation I wish to make about this 

is that it is NOT a synonym for “simplistic”.  Perhaps I’m too sensitive about this but, 

as a trade theorist, I am continually disappointed by those who make this mistake – 

we are constantly told by protectionist critics that the economist’s notion of 

comparative advantage and mutual gains from trade is simplistic and inapplicable in 

the complicated real world.  Well, it is simple (but not so simple that more than only a 
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handful of journalists in NZ seem to actually understand it) and the arguments I shall 

make today are also simple, but that does not mean that they can be rebutted with the 

gently patronising, “Oh, but the real world is so much more complicated than that.”  

Actual practical policies will have more bells and whistles than those in simple 

economic models, granted, but the basic principles of a good economic model will 

find echoes in the real world.   

 

The third titular word is “Economics” and, while it probably needs no stress 

here, nevertheless I should be explicit that my approach to the topic today is that of a 

neoclassical, academic economist.  Consequently, my policy suggestions may be 

politically impractical; ecologically unsound; historically naïve, or legally impossible 

(although none of these flow necessarily from me being an economist, of course!) 

 

Finally, I take some liberty in my use of the word “Eco-tourism”.  In preparing 

this lecture, I have had read some of the literature in Tourism and there are entire 

journal issues devoted to the meaning of “eco-tourism”.  By those standards I am 

using it in a very sloppy fashion – I mean by it simply any tourism driven by the 

attraction of natural resources.  Actually, my arguments apply to tourism driven by 

any publicly owned facility but, as most such facilities in the NZ case are natural 

resources, I shall confine my attention to those.   

 

What’s so special about tourism? 
International visitors to NZ spent nearly 40 million days here in 2001, an increase of 

13% from 2000, and are expected to grow by nearly 7% p.a. for the next 5 years.  

These numbers stem from around 2 million actual visitors this year – a number 

expected to grow at around 6%p.a. to nearly 2.9 million by 2008.1  Tourism policy in 

NZ can be summed up in one word: MORE!  Despite paying a lot of lip service to 

notions of ‘sustainability’, tourist ‘strategy’ still boils down to ‘the more the better’.2   

                                                 
1 Source: Tourism Research Council (2002, p.5). 
2 See NZ Tourism Strategy Group (2001) for an embodiment of this attitude.   Here’s their vision for 
Tourism 2010: “Visitors and their host communities understand and embrace the spirit of manaakitanga 
while New Zealanders’ environment and culture is conserved and sustained in the spirit of 
kaitiakitanga and tourism is a vibrant and significant contributor to the economic development of New 
Zealand.”  How will this vision be achieved?  More money: “Increasing tourism’s contribution to the 
NZ economy cannot be achieved without investment.  In the short term the sector will look to the 
government to commit additional funds from a wider range of government departments and to commit 
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So tourism in New Zealand attracts a tremendous amount of public attention 

and funding.  This comes in the form of promotional assistance as well as the 

provision of its most essential inputs – environmental resources.  The putative 

rationale for this support is that tourism is an important export earner (“international 

visitors added nearly $6 billion to the New Zealand economy last year, with an 

average spend of nearly $3500 per person”3 and expenditure is expected to increase at 

over 9% p.a. for the next 5 years)4 – in this view, government spending on 

international tourism is analogous to the activities of Tradenz.  I am happy to entertain 

that argument – although it’s subject to all the practical caveats that surround the 

activities of any public facilitation of business practice, of course, such as the 

observation that industries have pretty strong incentives to do this for themselves and 

there are market solutions to the free-rider problem.   

 

Further, if markets are competitive then the ‘extra expenditure’ argument so 

favoured of tourism advocates is a bit of a mercantilist red herring.  Money spent on 

hotels and other goods complementary to tourism (GST aside) represents, in a 

competitive market, the resource (opportunity) cost of providing those activities in the 

first place.  So a foreign tourist spending $1.50 on a pie that costs $1.50 to produce 

represents no net gain to NZ.  The fact that it’s paid for with foreign currency is 

neither here nor there as over-exporting, at world prices, is just as bad as under-

exporting.  Only if there are excess profits being earned in these complementary 

sectors is there a clear external benefit from international tourism and it’s hard to 

believe that hotels and restaurants and the like are not pretty competitive.   

 

Foreign payment of domestic taxes is a different issue but not one that 

militates against taxing tourists directly – whether the revenue comes directly or 

indirectly is irrelevant.  Interestingly, while the general issues surrounding the 

                                                                                                                                            
these funds for more than one year.”  Perhaps this should not be surprising from a committee 
comprised of one member from each of the following: Sky City, Air NZ, the Tourism Industry 
Association of NZ, Tourism NZ, DOC, Te Puni Kokiri, Local Government NZ, Office of Tourism and 
Sport, Destination Northland and Whalewatch Kaikoura.  There are dissenters from this general chorus, 
but almost exclusively from an environmental rather than an economic perspective.  
3 Burton (2002). 
4 Tourism Research Council (2002, p.5). 
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valuation of tourist expenditures are well documented5 they do not seem to have made 

it into any practical applications – the value of foreign tourists is still assessed as their 

expenditure (or worse – frequently a multiplier is applied to this number as well.6) 

 

Copeland (1991) has an interesting general equilibrium model of foreign 

tourism in a small open economy in which he models the effects of tourists as an 

increase in demand, by foreigners, for otherwise non-tradable goods.  His most 

interesting result is that a small increase in tourism is then welfare improving only if it 

increases the price of non-tradables.  The intuition is simple.  An increase in the price 

of non-tradables ordinarily has no effect, as any loss to domestic consumers is purely 

a transfer to domestic producers.  When consumers are foreign, however, there is only 

the latter benefit with no offsetting loss.  Essentially this is a terms of trade gain from 

exporting ‘non-tradables’.  If prices are fixed, however, our discussion above applies: 

tourism expenditure is of no additional benefit to a country, taxes aside. 

 

Anyway, the first issue I want to focus on is the appropriate pricing of public 

inputs into tourism, currently provided free.  We can think of this issue at both the 

micro and macro levels. At the micro level the question is why should a trout fishing 

guide, for example, pay nothing for the public input into his production function – the 

use of NZ’s streams and rivers?  Or how should the price paid by a rafting company 

for operating on a river be properly set?  At the macro level we might ask the question 

more broadly: if tourists are attracted to NZ by the natural (publicly owned) resources 

here, why shouldn’t they pay the resource owners (the public) more lavishly?   

 

The commons problem 
Like any exportable good, tourism is consumed by both domestic and foreign 

consumers.  But unlike other exports, what is exported is otherwise non-tradable, as 

noted earlier (Copeland, 1991) and, perhaps more significantly, the main input to this 

industry is provided at zero cost.  It should be made clear that these inputs into 

tourism are NOT public goods, the reason being that they are rival in consumption.  

                                                 
5 See Dwyer and Forsyth (1993a). 
6 One exception is Dwyer and Forsyth (1993b) which does some very back-of-the-envelope 
calculations for Australia and suggests that governmental support of marketing activity there passes a 
cost-benefit test. 
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Specifically, as use increases so congestion increases and this is undesirable for users.  

Each user will typically not take into account their own contribution to that 

congestion, however, so we have a classic Tragedy of the Commons.7   

 

The standard economic solution to a commons problem, of course, is to set 

prices correctly to internalise the true costs to an agent.  And one common 

recommendation for achieving this is to vest the property right in question more 

specifically; for instance, in a single individual.  The argument here is that if only one 

individual owns the resource then there is no external effect, by definition – all 

congestion or overuse effects are borne by that resource owner.  Another approach is 

to figure out explicitly the socially optimal level of usage of the resource and then 

regulate to ensure that this is the level of usage permitted.  This is essentially what we 

do with fisheries quotas.   

 

Note that the first solution – vesting the property right in an individual – which 

has worked extremely well in many instances (see Hartley (1997) and Moran et al 

(1991) for numerous examples) will only achieve a social optimum if the individual is 

competitive in its output market.  Consider a fishery.  If the entire right to catch fish 

were held by one company it would solve the commons problem of overuse, but 

might replace it with a monopoly distortion leading to underuse.  Now, de facto this is 

not a problem as we have multiple owners of quota rights and fisheries quotas tend to 

be species-specific which means each ‘product category’ has plenty of close 

competitors in other species.   

                                                 
7 The idea that individuals using a commonly-held resource each have private incentives to over-use it 
from their joint perspective.  Each user equates their own gain from a little more use with their own 
loss, ignoring the fact that their use also generates losses for others.  The original Science article 
coining the phrase “tragedy of the commons” cites National Parks as an examplar:  

“The National Parks present another instance of the working out of the tragedy of 
the commons. At present, they are open to all, without limit. The parks themselves 
are limited in extent -- there is only one Yosemite Valley -- whereas population 
seems to grow without limit. The values that visitors seek in the parks are steadily 
eroded. Plainly, we must soon cease to treat the parks as commons or they will be 
of no value to anyone.  What shall we do? We have several options. We might sell 
them off as private property. We might keep them as public property, but allocate 
the right to enter them. The allocation might be on the basis of wealth, by the use 
of an auction system. It might be on the basis of merit, as defined by some 
agreed-upon standards. It might be by lottery. Or it might be on a first-come, first-
served basis, administered to long queues. These, I think, are all objectionable. But 
we must choose -- or acquiesce in the destruction of the commons that we call our 
National Parks.” (Hardin, 1968). 
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Imagine, however, solving the commons problem in tourism through 

monopolisation.  That is, suppose a single mountaineering guide were given the rights 

to guide tourists on Mt. Cook, for instance, or a single fishing guide the right to take 

anglers onto the Motueka.  The very nature of tourist attractions is that they are, at the 

very least, local monopolies and substitutes will vary in the degree of substitutability.  

The problem of under-use is likely to be insignificant in cases such as the fishing 

guide, where different operators on different rivers provide close competition, but 

more significant in case such as climbing Mt. Cook where the resource is unique.   

 

Furthermore, the issue is complicated by local use of the resource outside of 

the ‘quota’.  Granting a single fishing guide the right to guide anglers on the Motueka 

river will not solve the commons problem as it constrains only a small part of the total 

usage.  A more effective solution is direct control of river access through finer pricing 

of licenses, which raises the question: if such pricing were used, is there still a case 

for charging fishing guides?  I think the answer is ‘yes’ and I’ll return to this below.   

 

Extraction of rents from foreigners 
But what if we have a resource that is used only by foreign tourists?  In that case 

monopolisation is exactly the right solution – it does solve the commons problem and, 

because we do not care about foreign surplus except insofar as we can extract it, the 

monopoly output level will be socially optimal.  So granting sole rights to operators of 

unique activities used primarily by foreigners – running jetboats on the Shotover, for 

example – is likely to be very close to the right thing to do.  The next question that 

arises, however, is how that right should be allocated – what is the efficient way to 

grant that monopoly power?   

 

One might think that it doesn’t matter – the rent accrues to the monopolist or it 

accrues to the regulator/resource owner and either way it’s a part of national welfare 

(except insofar as it’s dissipated in other activity, such as satisfying the Resource 

Management Act or other constraints).  But to the extent that different operators have 

different efficiencies, the size of the monopoly rent will vary, and there is surely a 

case for using some sort of auction to allocate these sorts of exclusive use rights.  So 

if we are going to have jetboats running up and down a river we’d like (1) to be sure 
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that this is the best use of the resource, and (2) if so, that the boats are operated by the 

most efficient firm.  How to find that firm?  An auction (subject to whatever quality 

and environmental constraints it is seen fit to impose) is an obvious mechanism for 

divining such a firm (indeed, an appropriately structured and constrained auction can 

solve both problems (1) and (2) efficiently.)8   

 

Distributional arguments 

Let me return to the issue raised above; namely, if we can correct the commons 

problem – in, say, trout fishing – by pricing licenses appropriately, what case, if any, 

is left for charging tourist operators additional fees?   

 

The first argument for this is one that I shall generally steer clear of, and that 

is the case built on distributional grounds.  Why should some people (fishing guides, 

in this instance) benefit by the use of a public asset?  It doesn’t seem fair, runs this 

argument.  The trouble with it is that one man’s “distributional equity” is another’s 

“economics of envy” and an economist can bring no more insight to this problem than 

any other individual (and no less either, let me stress!)  This is not to trivialise 

concerns about distribution – indeed, these have tended to dominate most discussion 

of policy reform in NZ in this area.   

 

 One other controversial area I shall largely steer clear of, incidentally, is the 

political economy of tourism policy.  There is plenty of circumstantial evidence that 

tourism policy has been well and truly captured by pro-tourism groups and, if true, 

this complicates the policy arena tremendously.  This whole area is enmeshed in 

emotive accusations of NZ prostituting itself to tourism and I shall avoid it in this talk.   

 

A Pigovian ‘export tax’ 

The second argument, however, is a little more persuasive, at least to me.  Consider a 

fishing guide whose clients are primarily foreigners.  Granted the exclusive right to 

guide on, say, the Motueka, he can extract the full willingness-to-pay of his clients in 

his monopoly fees.  However, other guides, with exclusive rights to the Wangapeka, 

the Owens, the Buller, the Mangles, the Riwaka and so on, will be competing for his 

                                                 
8 See also Clarke and Ng (1993, p.622) on this. 
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business and the effect of this competition, as noted above, will render his ‘monopoly’ 

impotent.  That’s fine, except that this competition will drive down prices to the 

exclusive benefit of foreign visitors.  The case for a tax on all fishing guides is then 

the case for an export tax in any export market where exporters on aggregate have 

market power but are many in number – from a national welfare point of view it is 

simply a Pigovian tax to correct an externality (the latter being that each competitive 

exporter ignores the consequence its sales decisions have on the terms of trade of all 

the other exporters.)9   

 

I said at the start that my discussion may be politically naïve and I am aware 

that I may be confirming that here!  The case for export taxes is a tricky one and 

subject to many caveats (in particular, one needs to be sure that there is, indeed, 

market power otherwise such a policy will be a rapid road to ruin, and one also needs 

to be wary of incentives for retaliation.)  Nevertheless, my objective here is simply to 

point out the existence of this argument for a tourism tax.10  I should stress that this is 

hardly a novel insight.  Clarke and Ng (1993), in an excellent discussion of many of 

these issues, raise the case for an export tax on tourism and even provide some 

extremely rough suggestive calculations for optimal Australian taxes on visiting 

tourists in the early 1990s: they suggest (p.625) rates of 43% on Japanese tourists and 

24% on New Zealanders! 

 

This externality argument also has echoes at the level of local or regional 

resource policies.  If regulators in Central Otago decide to price the use of a wild river 

at $50,000 for jetboating, they might soon discover that Southland offers such a 

resource for only $40,000 so they might respond by setting the price to $30,000, in 

which case Southland comes back ….  The consequence of this kind of inter-

jurisdictional price competition, especially for an asset with a low marketable 

opportunity cost, can be Bertrand-paradox-like prices close to zero and it suggests a 

remedy at the national level.  Again, however, I am aware there are practical caveats 

to all of this (in particular, these “race-to-the-bottom” scenarios have been raised as a 

                                                 
9 This is an argument that finds an echo in Hull’s (1987) argument that monopolisation of concessions 
in publicly-owned parks is to be preferred to competition.  His is an odd model, however, in that 
foreigners are insensitive to congestion and concession holders sell only to foreigners. 
10 This case is a little different to the more standard congestion or environmental damage externality-
correcting taxes sometimes suggested for tourism (see e.g. Tisdell (2001)) and discussed below.   
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spectre of globalisation by many of its critics – internationally footloose capital will 

drive capital taxation down, undermining the ability of states to fund their activities 

(which is seen as a bad thing, interestingly!) – but it’s very difficult to find any 

evidence that it’s happened in practice.11)  Nevertheless, I raise the argument here 

simply to point out its existence in the context of natural resource use.12   

 

A caveat 

But let me make one final rather important observation on this: a nationally 

implemented policy to extract rents from natural resource use is an extremely blunt 

instrument and is subject to severe informational constraints.  The notion that the 

government could tax a jetboat tourism operator, for example, to extract its monopoly 

rent in any accurate way is a pretty far-fetched one, and it is certainly unrealistic to 

expect that such an ex post tax – which is essentially lump-sum in nature – could have 

much of an efficiency effect (as the argument that it would improve the operator’s 

incentives to locate and operate efficiently only makes sense if you are a believer in 

the rather ethereal concept of X-inefficiency.)  To me these practical difficulties with 

the theoretically optimal interventions make a strong case for a tax not on operators 

but on foreign tourists directly.  (Interestingly, this argument is frequently reversed in 

practice – a commonly used method to tax tourists is to tax the providers of 

complementary goods e.g. hotel bed taxes.)   

 

Of course, taxes on tourists upon entry to the country have problems of their 

own.  If the main goal is control of congestion then they are too imprecise to be real 

targeted policies.  By acting effectively as lump-sum taxes they have no incentive 

effects for tourist behaviour once incurred – “they do not provide specific incentives 

to refrain from participating in externality-generating activities” (Clarke and Ng, 1993 

p.628).  And if their main goal is rent capture, as suggested here, then, again, they are 

very blunt and provide no incentive for decreased use of rent-generating activities 

(and consequent reductions in prices to domestic users, as would be optimal.)  There 

                                                 
11 Indeed, many observers note that state size has been increasing with globalisation and that the burden 
of taxation on capital has increased, relative to labour, rather than decreased in many Western 
economies, exactly contrary to the expectations of the race-to-the-bottom critics. 
12 In fact, casual empiricism seems to suggest that local authorities intervene in tourism largely to 
promote it, not extract rent from it.  And, to the extent that they do regulate tourist activities,  it is, 
“largely accomplished through the pattern of zoning, and the accompanying ordinances that established 
what land could be used for” (Kearsley, 1997 p.54). 
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are also implementation issues in distinguishing tourists from business visitors.  And 

there is also an issue concerning the possibility of finer price discrimination across 

income classes of tourists.  Entry taxes do not price discriminate across classes of 

foreign tourist – in contrast, say, to hotel taxes.13 

 

Summary to date 

Let me briefly summarise my arguments so far.  I have suggested – and this is not 

novel – that tourism is subject to a commons problem.  I want to turn next to direct 

solutions to this but I have so far suggested that, if it is solved (say through 

appropriate use-pricing) then there still remains a case – beyond that based on 

distributional concerns – for pricing environmental inputs into tourism more 

aggressively.  This case rests on the fact that many tourism operations cater primarily 

to foreign consumers and free entry and competition will likely lead to the dissipation 

of any rents that can be extracted from such visitors.  Competition has its own 

efficiency rewards, of course, so a nationally levied tax on tourism operators is more 

likely to be an appropriate policy than restricting entry or leaving it to regional 

jurisdictions to do the right thing.  Finally, however, there are practicality arguments 

for taxing foreign tourists directly rather than through the medium of tourist operators.   

 

Why tourism? 

Before turning to the commons problem more explicitly, one might ask why I should 

pick on tourism rather than, say, any business that uses public inputs such as roads, or 

educated and healthy workers, or even the air that we breathe?!  Aren’t there 

symmetric arguments for the use of these ‘under-priced’ inputs too?  Well, yes and 

no.  There is a symmetric argument in the case of roads, for instance, which underpins 

the serious calls for more user-pays pricing of roading; the mystery to me is not why 

that argument is taking place in the roading sector but why it is not taking place in the 

environmental arena.   

 

On the other hand, the argument that firms benefit from an educated 

workforce is rather misplaced.  Yes, firms benefit from well-educated workers but no, 

there’s no external effect there – a firm’s value of that education is captured entirely 

                                                 
13 These arguments are from Clarke and Ng (1993, p.628). 
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in the wage they pay to the employee.  The only externality here is a purely negative 

one in that the benefit of the education accrues to the employee but the lion’s share of 

the cost is still stuck on the taxpayer, despite moderate reforms in recent years.  

Indeed, the whole cost is stuck on taxpayers if graduates respond to the incentives 

provided by the “stay in New Zealand” tax implicit in the financing of our student 

loan system and the appropriate remedy lies in reforming the financing of education.   

 

Finally, taxing the air that we breathe, while probably appealing to those 

charged with raising revenue, is not analogous to the taxes I am discussing here 

because (1) it is much closer to being a public good, in practice, than are natural 

resources and, more importantly, (2) it is an activity pursued by all to much the same 

extent (so it is hard to argue that the losses from substitution into this under-priced 

input are likely to be great!) and therefore a tax on it would be equivalent to a non-

discriminatory poll tax.  While efficient, such taxes have other, well-known 

undesirable features! 

 

Final question: why is tourism any different to any other export good?  It’s 

certainly true that dairy and sheep farming, say, have had a big impact on our 

environment – probably bigger than that of tourism – but the question is to what 

extent there is an externality there.  Furthermore, as noted earlier tourism is unique in 

having its central input provided at zero cost.  Finally, we cannot control the 

competitors for a lot of our exports in world markets – the unique feature that tourism 

consumes ‘non-tradables’ in situ means we can control this.   

 

Allowing for domestic users 
So far I have focussed mainly on resources consumed primarily by foreign tourists.  

What of those used also by domestic consumers?  The commons problem is then that 

we have excessive use of under-priced public inputs into the tourist production 

function and that monopolisation may be an unattractive solution, as noted earlier.  

First we can dispose of the economic red herring that increased foreign demand 

makes local consumers worse off by raising price.  While this is as true for tourism as 

for any export (recall the fuss over domestic milk prices rising last year with world 

prices) it represents a distributional effect and not necessarily a welfare effect.  The 
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loss to domestic consumers is, by definition of the good being an export, more than 

offset by gains to domestic producers. Note also Copeland’s result mentioned earlier 

that such a price increase is necessary if tourism is to yield any gains at all for a small, 

open economy, as it represents a terms of trade effect.   

 

If we wanted to control use of the conservation estate, then, how might we 

most efficiently do it?  As before, a lot depends on the structure of the tourism market.  

A simple model (see Appendix A) demonstrates that if the market is monopolised 

then optimal policy absent congestion would be a subsidy, both to correct the 

monopoly under-provision distortion mentioned above and to encourage foreign 

consumption to the extent that we buy the ‘external value of tourists’ argument 

already discussed.  But congestion militates against both of these effects and, if its 

impact is felt sufficiently keenly, then the optimal intervention will be a tax. 

 

On the other hand, if the industry is competitive then the optimal intervention 

is a tax (if the external value of tourists is not ‘too’ high.)  The rationale, of course, is 

to solve the commons problem that manifests itself here as congestion.   

 

Public management and price discrimination 
What if we are thinking of resources actually managed by the Crown such as National 

Parks and the like?  I have developed a model (Richardson, 2002) which looks at this 

in a context where the resource owner can adjust the use-quality of the resource and 

which recognises heterogeneity both between domestic and foreign consumers and 

within those groups.  I shall discuss this model more fully shortly but at this point let 

me just note that the optimal solution to the congestion problem is discriminatory 

pricing.  This is not too surprising, of course.  We control use with prices and, because 

we do not care about foreign surplus, we charge them higher prices.   

 

In fact, it’s pretty hard to write down any sensible model of pricing access to 

natural resources that does not involve price discrimination across consumers of 

different national origins14 and the big mystery to me is why this issue is not more 

firmly ensconced on our national agenda.  Partly, I think, it is because tourism has 

                                                 
14 See, e.g., Clarke and Ng (1993, pp.619-622).   
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become a sacred cow in this country and the only debate on affecting access to natural 

resources has come from the conservation side of things.  Still, as I note below, 

discussion of conservation and recreation focuses on decreasing use-pressure and this 

fits like a hand in a glove with the arguments I have already made for taxing foreign 

tourism.  That is, nothing I have suggested today is at all inconsistent with 

conservation goals – quite the contrary.   

 

Why is price discrimination off the policy agenda? 

So why have conservationists’ arguments avoided the issue of pricing as a solution?  

In the NZ outdoor recreation context (as in many others) there are severe restrictions 

on the use of prices at all, let alone discriminatory prices. Indeed, the relevant 

legislation in NZ15 prohibits DOC from charging for tracks or entry to National Parks 

or Reserves. It is permissible, however, to charge for the use of “improvements” and 

this is done to a very limited extent currently – it is clear that prices are set neither to 

control congestion16 nor to cover costs.17 Part of the reason for this is that one of 

DOC’s missions is to foster the use of natural resources for recreation and to allow 

their use for tourism (insofar as this is consistent with conservation.) 

 

Of course, these legislative restrictions on DOC provide no real explanation – 

the question is why those restrictions are in place.  It may simply be that they were 

constructed before the issue of foreign use of the conservation estate was a serious 

one.  It may also be that, from a strictly conservation perspective, the national origin 

of the user is irrelevant.  But I think also that market solutions are anathema to many 

conservationists for ideological reasons.   

 

A very good illustration of this claim is the response to a book some years ago 

by Peter Hartley on conservation strategies for New Zealand (Hartley, 1997). A well-

                                                 
15 The 1980 National Parks Act, the 1977 Reserves Act and the 1987 Conservation Act.  
16 Fees do vary dramatically across the tracks, however: three nights on the Milford track (a “Great 
Walk”) costs NZ$90 (and, as access is principally by boat, numbers are controlled through a booking 
system and camping is not permitted so all Milford trampers must use the DOC huts.) By contrast, a 
night in a hut on the Wangapeka track can be had for NZ$4-8 and camping is free. Nevertheless, DOC 
makes it clear that these prices are not set to determine user numbers. “In principle, prices could be 
used to ration use of facilities…but there is little explicit evidence of this being done” (Tourism Policy 
Group, 1998, p.13). 
17 DOC receives $16.7m of public funding to manage its “visitor assets”: huts, walks and tourist 
structures (Local Government and Environment Subcommittee, 2002, p.3).  
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researched and, I thought, well-reasoned tome, it made a number of important points 

about conservation strategy in NZ.  Its reception, however, was very hostile.  It 

discussed the possibilities of reforming DOC, of improving private incentives for 

conservation and of pricing for access to the conservation estate, but was 

characterised immediately as advocating the abolition of DOC and the privatisation of 

the kiwi, kokako and kakapo.  The then-Minister of Conservation, Nick Smith 

referred to “corporate fantasies of dismembering DOC” and suggested that, “putting 

access for our beaches, lakes and mountains up for auction will ensure an exclusive 

holiday for a few rich New Zealanders and tourists, but would destroy the Christmas 

holidays of hundreds of thousands of New Zealanders.  Free public access… is here to 

stay” (Smith, 1997).  Accordingly, the entire agenda of economically efficient 

solutions to conservation issues was dismissed. 

 

The appeal of “free public access” is a strong one (even if the value of that 

access is considerably diluted by the congestion it leads to) and, oddly, is still 

considered to be upheld even if quantitative restrictions are imposed.  So DOC, for 

example, is currently considering the physical rationing of access to “the most popular 

… conservation sites” (Local Government and Environment Committee, 2002, p. 3).  

Access then is no more free than if the rationing were done through a price system, a 

point made very strongly by Cullen: “A policy of zero entry price for all visitors to 

natural areas is apparently equal, but is also inequitable…[D]irect users [of Parks and 

Reserves] receive significantly greater benefits from these areas [than non-users] and 

can legitimately be asked to pay a greater share of the costs of providing these areas” 

(Cullen, 1998, p. 1308).  Nevertheless, whenever pricing appears on the policy 

horizon it seems to be dismissed for one reason or another.  This finds its clearest 

statement, perhaps, in the views of Craig Potton: 

“Access to Protected Lands should remain free of entry fees … While 

there is a sense of fairness in charging for facilities such as huts … 

there should be no impediment to free access for all citizens.  

Traditionally and ideologically it would be totally inappropriate to 

charge an entry fee to the commons – it is, after all, meant to be the 

opposite of Disneyland.” Potton (1994, p.5) 

 

In support of this position he writes,  
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“The notion of preserving land for its intrinsic value came directly 

from the late 18th century Romantic movement in western philosophy.  

Poets such as Coleridge and Wordsworth, and philosophers such as 

Thoreau, postulated that … the natural order had an intrinsic right to 

exist and that humans … had, as part of that order, a responsibility to 

protect nature.” Potton (1994, p.1) 

 

There is a certain irony in his citation of Wordsworth here.  Fairbrother (1970) 

notes that Wordsworth, some 200 years ago, “waged an angry campaign against the 

Windermere railway and its effect of ‘transferring at once uneducated persons in large 

bodies’ to the [English] Lakes”.  She continues that he, “only liked uneducated 

persons as solitary reapers or leech-gatherers or similar examples of local colour and 

preferably hard at work, certainly not as ‘parties of pleasure out-of-doors’” (p.143). 

Furthermore, he had a, “belief in an absolute difference of kind between the worthy 

few who could appreciate mountains and the unworthy many who could not – 

‘artisans and labourers and the humbler classes of shopkeepers’ who should not be 

encouraged ‘to ramble to a distance’!” (pp.153-4). 

 

Even where the desirability of pricing access is acknowledged, the case for 

price discrimination against foreign users has not found much favour.  So Cullen 

(1994), in an essay arguing for the, “introduction of charges for entry and use of NZ 

National Parks and Reserves” (p.6) suggests that if the ratio of GST receipts to costs 

imposed by visits to Parks is much the same for foreign tourists as it is for domestic 

Park users, “then there appears to be little reason to charge tourists differing 

amounts…compared to…New Zealanders” (p.4), a conclusion drawn entirely from 

equity considerations and user-pays principles.  As I have suggested, this ignores the 

fact that surplus accruing to a New Zealander should be given far more weight than 

that accruing to a foreign tourist.   

 

The Tourism Policy Group of the Ministry of Commerce argued in 1994 that 

if user charges were introduced correctly then there would be no need to distinguish 

between domestic and overseas visitors. They did allow, however, that there may be 

equity reasons for discriminating against foreigners in suggesting a “discount card” 

available to New Zealanders only: “Such discounts are primarily for equity purposes, 
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on the expectation that New Zealanders face tighter income constraints than overseas 

visitors, and that local users are more price sensitive” (Tourism Policy Group, 1994).  

Price sensitivity doesn’t sound like an equity issue to me, and Cullen (1998) also 

disagrees with the TPG on its equity rationale: “[g]iven the GST receipts per visitor 

day in NZ and the restricted range of taxpayer provided services they consume, it 

seems likely that tourists meet their share of parks and reserves costs … 

discriminatory charges for tourists are difficult to justify on equity grounds” (p.1305).  

Interestingly, visitors themselves disagree: Kearsley et al (1998, Table 31) found that 

of 425 international track users surveyed, 53% favoured increased prices for non-

taxpayers and only 10% favoured increased prices for all users! (The corresponding 

numbers for domestic users were 91% and 27%, perhaps unsurprisingly.)  

 

In summary, discriminatory pricing does not seem to be seriously on the 

policy agenda because the debate on controlling numbers has been almost entirely 

driven by conservation concerns.  This, coupled with readily-understandable concerns 

about the national heritage of ‘free access’ (even if this is more a myth than a reality) 

mean that market-oriented solutions have generally been jeered out of court before 

they have had a chance to make their case.   

 

One irony in this, however, is that price discrimination and ‘free access as a 

birthright of New Zealanders’ are not only not incompatible but they actually fit very 

well together, as any levy only on foreign consumers represents price discrimination 

against them while charging domestic consumers nothing, of course.  An interesting 

exception to conservationists’ aversion to price discrimination is that the Forest and 

Bird Society has, apparently, proposed that a $20/head ‘green levy’ be imposed on all 

tourists arriving in NZ!   This was rejected by the NZ Tourist Board with the ‘external 

benefit of tourists’ argument and the objection that, “a charge at the point of entry 

would weaken New Zealand’s competitive appeal”.18   Beyond questioning the notion 

that a NZ$20 levy would discourage any tourists from visiting (per head expenditure 

averages $3500, recall) – especially when labelled a green tax (which might find 

people over-contributing in fact!) – one might respond that that’s a good thing, 

                                                 
18 See Hall and Kearsley (2001, p.83).   
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anyway.  Nevertheless, as the rationale for this tax was primarily to raise revenue to 

be used for conservation purposes, this rebuttal was apparently considered adequate.   

 

A fishing example 

Furthermore, it is not clear why price discrimination is not considered even in areas 

where pricing is not proscribed.  Trout fishing licenses, for example, currently cost 

$70 for an adult for a season and apply to the whole country except Taupo (which is 

administered by DOC, in contrast to the rest of the country where Fish and Game are 

charged with licensing.)  The introduction of a, say, $500 surcharge for foreign 

anglers seems an obvious means of (1) reducing pressure on the resource and (2) 

raising revenue.  There is much debate in the angling press about this and the standard 

critiques (from fishing guides and their foreign clients, primarily) are two-fold.   

 

First, it seems to be argued that free access to NZ fishing is part of every 

American’s birthright (at least, this is the bottom line of more eloquent pleas that NZ 

not commercialise its fisheries like the rest of the world, making them the exclusive 

domain of the wealthy.  Actually, such a policy would not do this if the license fee for 

New Zealanders were kept reasonable – indeed, if such a surcharge were to raise 

much revenue it could even lead to a reduction in license prices for New Zealanders.)   

 

Second, it’s suggested that such a fee would prevent them from coming to NZ.  

The second claim is debateable in light of the tremendous costs associated with 

coming here already and, if correct, is precisely the point of such a policy or, if not 

correct, suggests that a much higher fee is optimal!  One final point: many, if not 

most, U.S. jurisdictions have discriminatory prices for in-state and out-of-state users 

of natural resources so there is plenty of international precedent for such a scheme.   

 

One objection that might be raised to a scheme such as this, however, is as 

follows.  Suppose we did have a $500 premium charged to foreign anglers.  Then, at 

the margin, we have a foreigner willing to pay $500 more than a domestic user but 

unable to do so – wouldn’t it be a Pareto improvement to allow that extra foreigner in 

while restricting domestic use by one?  The domestic user can be compensated 

leaving approximately $500 of social surplus from this, with no change in resource 

use.  This argument can be repeated until the marginal domestic and foreign user have 
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the same willingness-to-pay for the resource and is essentially just the statement that a 

given quantity of a good is most efficiently allocated in a way that equates the prices 

paid by all consumers.  While this is correct if we were concerned about the surplus of 

all consumers, it is not right when we only care about the surplus from one group and 

the revenue from the other.  The optimal allocation of the good between the two 

groups will be such that the price paid by domestic consumers equals the marginal 

revenue from foreigners, not the price.19   

 

One further objection commonly raised to charging for access to the 

conservation estate is that entry fees would induce evasion.20  This is much less of an 

issue for foreign visitors than for domestic ones and is completely avoided if fees are 

levied as part of every visa application procedure.  It arises as a possibility again if 

one were to consider a dual-visa sort of approach, however (as is done in Nepal where 

regional trekking permits are required as well as visas and range in price from US$5 a 

week to US$700 for 10 days21).   

 

Finally, note that even if discrimination is considered infeasible for whatever 

reason, the second-best case for some non-discriminatory charge is still there.22 

 

Quality choice in the absence of prices 
As I have seguéd from policy towards private tourism operations to public 

management of the conservation estate, let me finish with some comments in this area 

where I can at last claim some originality.  In the NZ context, as noted, there are legal 

restrictions on the use of prices to control access to National Parks and the like.  

Consequently there is much dissatisfaction with the increased use of such facilities 

and the consequent perception of congestion.  How should policy makers react? 

 

 Consider a model in which foreign users generically have higher taste for the 

quality of their environmental experience, by which I mean not any inherent 

environmental quality but, rather, the quality of access e.g. boardwalks, easy roads in 

                                                 
19 See Appendix B. 
20 See, e.g., Tourism Policy Group (1998, p.14). 
21 See VisitNepal.com (2002). 
22 See Clarke and Ng (1993, p.621) and the simple model of Appendix A.   
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to walks, high quality huts and so on.23   Both types incur disutility in the form of 

congestion costs from the total number of users of an environmental good.  Suppose a 

policy-maker has a couple of environmental goods which are available for use.   

 

By way of a benchmark, I show in this sort of model (Richardson, 2002) that 

if prices could be set in a discriminatory fashion then the first-best outcome is to 

provide a higher quality good to foreigners than to domestics and to charge them more 

for it.  The optimal response to an exogenous increase in foreign demand is then to 

increase the quality of the good they use and to increase the price charged for it 

(essentially, the marginal foreign consumer is the one with the lowest valuation so an 

increase in demand increases congestion and drives out low-taste types leaving a 

higher average willingness-to-pay for quality.  This is best met by upgrading quality 

and increasing the profits made from it.)  Nothing  need be done to the domestically-

used good and there are no consequences for domestic users of  this increased foreign 

demand.  Overall domestic welfare rises, however, as the profitability of selling to 

foreigners goes up.24   

 

Now suppose that there is only one good available and that no prices can be 

used at all. In this context it turns out that the optimal response to an increase in 

foreign demand is to decrease the quality of access!  The reason is that we do not care 

about foreign surplus25 so the only effect of increased foreign demand is to worsen 

congestion for domestic consumers.   While quality downgrading harms the latter, its 

beneficial effects on congestion more than offset any such losses.  It is interesting to 

note that this policy has been advocated strongly in the past by environmental groups 

(see e.g. Potton (1994)), albeit for different reasons than those given here. 

 

One further question of some interest here: what if the policy-maker has more 

than one environmental good available but no power to set prices?  The paper then 

                                                 
23 This generic feature may be due simply to higher incomes across the board or a sample selection 
effect in that the cost of getting to NZ truncates the distribution of foreign types that actually appear 
here.   
24 This is somewhat analogous to Clarke and Ng’s result (1993) that an increase in inbound tourism 
must be welfare-improving if prices are set correctly. 
25 The model of Richardson (2002) actually allows that there may be some external benefit from having 
foreign tourists and this quality downgrading result can only be shown to hold if this external benefit is 
sufficiently low.  Nevertheless, I suspect it is a more general result and should apply regardless of the 
size of the external benefit. 
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shows that some degree of separation between domestic and foreign consumers is 

likely to be desirable, with a relatively high-quality good being provided for the main 

use of foreign tourists and a lower-quality one primarily for domestic users.  I should 

stress again that ‘quality’ here refers to access and amenities, not any sense of 

environmental quality.  It is interesting to note that this sort of environmental 

apartheid, while unpalatable to many New Zealanders, does seem to be evolving in 

practice, as the Great Walks are increasingly dominated by foreign visitors.  My 

contention here is that this is a fairly efficient outcome, despite its unappealing nature, 

so long as we refuse to use prices to control access!   

 

Conclusion 
In this talk I have been in the very uncomfortable position of advocating taxes!  More 

accurately, actually, what I would really like to see is more serious consideration on 

economic grounds of industrial policy concerning the tourism industry in this country.  

I think the issues I have discussed here are very significant ones.  Now, I share most 

economists’ concerns about government failure and it may well transpire that there 

are no feasible interventions that can be expected to raise national welfare; that is, that 

we find ourselves in a constrained second-best optimum already.  What I would like 

to see, however, is that position established by analysis, not assertion.  Currently 

tourism policy in NZ is simply too one-sided and there is a very real danger, I think, 

that there will be a backlash against our current ‘open-door’ policy driven solely by 

conservation concerns and, more worryingly, xenophobia.  If that day comes then the 

opportunity for economics to inform the discussion will very likely be gone. 

 

 Let me close, then, with a brief wish list of items I would like to see seriously 

on the policy agenda: 

1. An examination of the incentives facing local government, usually far from 

reluctant to expand their spheres of influence, to price inputs to tourism more 

realistically.  Why do regulators not attempt to extract resource rents from 

tourism operations? 

2. Serious consideration of the economics of tourism, uncoloured by mercantilist 

convictions that more is always better than less.  This should include some 
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serious estimates of the likely general equilibrium consequences of entry 

taxes. 

3. Discriminatory prices for access to the conservation estate.  (I know this is a 

perennial appeal of economists but I’ll make it again.) 
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Appendix A 
This appendix describes the mathematics of a very simple model of congestion in an 
activity pursued by both foreign and domestic consumers. 
 
Suppose domestic users, consuming a quantity q of the activity in question at a price 
p, derive utility of U[q] from that.  They also incur disutility, however, associated 
with total congestion – that disutility is given by g[q+q*] where q*(p) is the total 
consumption by foreign users and we assume g′>0, g″>0.  Domestic consumers’ 
surplus, then, is: 

CS=U[q]-pq-g[q+q*] (1)
 
Supposing that the activity is taxed at a per unit rate of t and that the marginal cost of 
providing the activity is constant at c, total profits earned here are: 

Π=(p-t-c)(q+q*) (2)
 
Finally, the domestic government receives total tax revenue here of:  

GR=t(q+q*) (3)
 
We also assume that each foreign consumer is valued for reasons other than their use 
of this resource (perhaps for tax expenditures elsewhere in the economy).  
Normalising the use of the resource by each foreign consumer to unity, q* then also 
represents the number of foreign users and we suppose that each one generates v of 
external value to the policy-maker. Total domestic welfare, then, is: 

W=CS+Π+GR={U[q]-cq-g(q+q*)}+(v+p-c)q* (4)
 
Domestic consumers 
Each individual consumer is sufficiently small in the market that they take total 
congestion as exogenous to their own consumption decision; that is, they ignore the 
effect their own consumption has on congestion.  The consumer’s problem, then, is: 

{ }
[ ]( )pqqUMax

q
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The first-order condition (FOC) for this problem implies: 
U′[q]=p (5)

 

and totally differentiating (5) shows that 
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dqq   We can show a similar 

property for foreign consumers.  In sum,  
q′<0,   q*′<0 (6)

 
 
Firms 
(i) Monopoly.  Suppose that the domestic industry is monopolised.  Then the problem 
facing the firm is the following: 
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which yields the following FOC: 
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Differentiating (7) gives: 

( ) ( )( )( ) ( ) 0*''*""*''2 =+−+−−++ dtqqdpqqctpqq  
or 
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where the sign follows from (6) and because the denominator is negative assuming 
the second order conditions for the problem hold.   
 
(ii)  Competitive.  If the firms are competitive then we will end up with marginal cost 
pricing: 

p=t+c (9)
 
and, therefore,  
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Welfare 
From (4), 
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(11)

where the last step follows from (5).   
 
 
Optimal Policy 
Monopoly 
From (7) we have ( )( ) ( ) qqqtqqqcp −+=++− *''**'' so we can rewrite (11) for: 

( ) ( ){ }
dt
dpqqgvqqqqt

dt
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so: 
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The first term on the right-hand side of (12) is negative, from (6) so, absent 
congestion, the optimal tax here is negative: a subsidy.  This occurs for two reasons: 
one is to offset the underproduction of the activity due to the monopoly distortion (so 
this would be true even if v=0) and the other is to encourage more consumption by 
valuable (v>0) foreign consumers.   
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However, if congestion is bad enough (so g′ is sufficiently high) then there may still 
be a case for a tax to internalise the congestion costs to consumers by raising the price 
the monopolist charges.   
 
Competition 

Now, from (9), we can rewrite (11) for ( )( ) *'**''' vqqqqgt
dt

dW +++−= .  So: 

( ) ( )
( )

( )−+−=
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qqgqvq
dt
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t

 (13)

 
So, if v is sufficiently low, this expression is positive: a small tax will raise welfare 
(so the optimal tax must be positive).   
 
 
 
 
Appendix B 
Suppose we have the demand curves D* and D from foreign and domestic residents 
respectively in the first two panels of the following figure.  As we care about the 
surplus of the latter but only the revenue from the former, the relevant aggregate 
demand curve (from which price should be equated to marginal cost in panel three) is 
the horizontal sum of D and MR*.  As there is congestion here we assume the MC of 
the good is convex in quantity, as shown in the third panel: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The optimal price for domestic consumers is popt while that for foreign consumers is 
p*opt.   It is not desirable to allow one more foreign consumer to replace a domestic 
one, even though the marginal valuations differ, because of the loss of revenue on 
other foreign consumers associated with the reduction in p* needed to induce another 
foreign entrant. 
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